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If the USMC wants to improve the decision-making, adaptability and other core warfighting skills, then we must change the way Marines learn from the current approach (which is internal process-focused, primarily based on the “Competency theory”1) to a new approach (which is externally, effect/outcome-focused) more aligned with the outcomes we are seeking (see Figure 1 below). This figure was created by the recent students from the Tactics Instruction Section at USMC Officer Candidate School or OCS. They compared what they currently do with learning (referred to as training) and what they learned during the week of 5-9 November 2018. To the left as you view the chart is the current approach to learning, born out of the competency theory of education adapted by all public schools in 1905.2 It was employed by the U.S. Military for World War I, and institutionalized after WWII.3

To the right is what the USMC OCS cadre learned over five days referred to as Outcomes Based Learning or OBL. They compared the latter to the doctrine referred to as Mission Tactics or Mission Command in MCDP-1 Warfighting.4 These points will be discussed further throughout the paper.5

Figure 1: From Old to New.6

---

1The author would like to thank the input of Dr. Alana Nicastro, Mr. Christopher Casey, Ms. Amara Charles, LTC Chad R. Foster and Major PJ Tremblay to this paper.
2 Dr. Bruce I Gudmundsson has been a big influence in the author’s thinking on how learning should be conducted.
5 I learned to compare the Industrial Method from the Information Age method of learning through OBT&E and now OBL from COL Casey Haskins in numerous discussions from OCT 2007 to August 2012.
6Author would like to thank the students from USMC OCS Tactics Section, particularly Capt. Jason Klein and Gunnery Sergeant Gary Smith for their support and creating this chart in Figure 1.
In addition to establishing the “current situation” as one wherein Marines have been largely successful; there remains a continuous struggle to evolve both their warfighting and learning approaches (which are interconnected). Essentially, the Marines (and the military at-large) are overcoming their learning model. We are succeeding despite, rather than because of the current model. Considering the changing face of war and the increased requirement for MAGTFs to prepare for Full Spectrum Operations, a Learning philosophy seeks to merge the benefits of training and education with self-learning and experience. The Learning philosophy helps create thinking Marines and MAGTFs that can solve problems under stress based on an understanding of the problem.\(^7\)

A well tried and proven Learning Philosophy the Marine could evolve to is called Outcomes Based Training and Education (OBT&E), now called Outcomes-Based Learning (OBL).\(^8\) The doctrine of OBL stresses the development of intangible attributes such as initiative, critical thinking, judgement, and responsibility. The Learning philosophy uses observable outcomes to measure the self-development and effectiveness of Learning. More importantly, it uses those outcomes to develop more adaptive\(^9\) Marines and MAGTFs who are better prepared for the rigors of 21st Century combat.\(^10\)

**What is OBT&E or OBL (Outcomes Based Learning)?**

Outcomes-based Learning (OBL) is a different system for development, meaning both training and education are nested under Learning. By the way of analogy, OBL is to Learning what Mission Command or Mission Orders is to operations. Instructors are given requirements but not directed how they must achieve them. They are then held accountable for the results.\(^11\)

OBT/E/OBL is not a POI, a workshop, etc. Rather it is an approach to Learning that can (and should) be used in EVERY school, POI, etc. It needs to be clear (at the conceptual level anyway) that OBT/E/OBL is the “Information Age” approach that is the best way of getting to what Major General William Mullen, commanding general of Training and Education Command (TECOM) defined as the “intellectual edge” in his 18 July 2018 guidance on the direction Marine Learning should evolve.\(^12\)

Current USMC training methods seek to teach Marines and their leaders how to apply pre-defined, approved process” (which in the case of a T&R event must, by rule, be performed exactly to the checklist to be “correct”). Nominally these processes “flow down” from doctrine, but are not considered doctrine by CD&I. Doctrine isn’t the issue. It’s the “textual adherence” to process without regard to

\(^9\)Morgan Darwin, Developing Outcomes, Presentation at the US Army Asymmetric Warfare Group Workshop on Outcomes-Based Training and Education, (Laurel, MD: Applied Physics Laboratory, AWG, March 2009). The word Adaptive seems to have taken on a platitude-like state for the Marines. We repeat it without knowing what it means or whether we are all defining it the same way. Adaptability is “the ability to appropriately adjust – a strategic, an approach, a skill, a COA, etc. – in response to a given situation, a given set of stimuli or shift thereof.” Things we need to be adaptive: 1. Recognition (that adaptation is required); 2. Understanding (of what is needed / how to execute); 3. Capability (to communicate and execute); 4. Incentive (to do so); 5. Feedback (re: whether actions require further adaptation).
context that’s the issue. OBL seeks instead to teach them how to frame problems and solve them, focusing on the results rather than the methods used to obtain them. Methods are useful “tools” to guide/assist; they just shouldn’t have the firmness of the earth if we have a better way, which OBL provides. It is thus designed to create thinking, adaptive Marines and leaders who can apply what they know to solve problems they have not previously encountered.13

![Figure 2: What is OBTE now OBL?](image)

OBL is an approach to planning, managing, and delivering Learning. It results in the attainment of a set of holistic, observable, and measurable skills and behavioral traits (outcomes) in individuals and units. It does so by requiring a thorough understanding of the underlying principles and increasing mastery of fundamentals, gained while progressing through a series of increasingly challenging scenarios. These scenarios always require the instructor and student to think and solve problems in context; tasks are taught in context of a problem, and not in standalone step processes used today.

**Mission Command and OBL Workshop**15

Col. John Boyd identified the three important determinants of success People, Ideas and Things – in that order. Identifying and developing good leaders and followers is the first obligation of any large

13Frederick W. Taylor, Scientific Management: Comprising Management, The Principles of Scientific Management and Testimony before the Special House Committee, (New York: Harper and Row, 1964), p. 4-6; The Competency model first appeared in New York City Schools in 1905. It was developed, and public schools patterned afterwards, on producing factory workers. You see today in such concepts as “Leave No Child Behind,” where students are trained for the test using memorization.


15Starting in February 2015 through September 2015 we were conducting two workshops a month at Fort Benning, GA for the Maneuver Center of Excellence. I also taught a workshop to students of SAMS and others from Fort Leavenworth, KS in April 2015, while working with the Army Chief of Staff’s Strategic Studies Group (SSG), US Army Cadet Command and with the Maneuver Center of Excellence’s CIG in 2015-16 in regard to providing input to White Papers and Programs of Instruction (POIs) from various courses. My work was recently highlighted in an article by James Fallows of the Atlantic Monthly http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/01/chickenhawk-no-13-vandergriff-as-yoda/384590/. We also have conducted workshops with the D.C. Fire Department, Marine Corps Training and Education Command (TECOM) School of Infantry and the Expeditionary Warfare School, as well as the FBI in February 2015 and throughout 2015 until the author deployed to Afghanistan in OCT 2015.
organization – without those leaders the best ideas will not emerge and cannot succeed and without devoted followers, the vision and decision of leaders will not be realized. Organizations are already full of potentially brilliant leaders and entrepreneurs who just need to be unleashed on the problems and opportunities a competitive economy presents.\footnote{16}{John R. Boyd, “Patterns of Conflict,” (Briefing – December 1986), p. 72.}

The Mission Command/OBL workshop imparts the concepts and skill set necessary to become an adaptive organization operating under a culture of Maneuver Warfare (in MCDP Warfighting it is referred to “Mission-Orders” or Mission-Command\footnote{17}{USMC, Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication 1 (MCDP-1) Warfighting, (Arlington, VA: HQ USMC, June 1997), p. 64.}) – balancing the harmonized effort of the traditionally centralized structures of a large organization like the USMC with the individual leadership, initiative and creativity found in smaller organizations or the start-up culture. More than just empowering leaders within your organization to seize opportunities and react to threats as they emerge, they must be prepared the right way to take charge and make decisions with little guidance from above (see Figure 3 below). Complexity in development requires less control from above, not more.

For example, we recently conducted the Five-day Mission Command and OBL workshop for the USMC Officer Candidate School (OCS) Tactics Section (5-7 NOV 18). This was an exciting first step on the road to creating a fast moving, adaptive organization with dynamic and courageous leadership. It focuses on “training the trainers” exposing them to several teaching tools. We used proven Outcomes Based Learning and Adaptive Learning methodologies to ensure participants stayed fully engaged and involved throughout the five-day session.

The workshop employed interactive Tactical Decision Games (TDGs) (or as USMA DMI calls them Tactical Decision Exercises or TDEs), wargaming (using both map and dry erase versions of Kriegspiels (wargames)), peer assessment and lively analytical discussions creating a safe yet challenging environment for all participants. We also exposed the USMC OCS cadre to how to create Outcomes and Measures of Effectiveness, as well as planning and executing Free Play Force on Force Exercises, and the Tactical Decision Game Physical Training (the students planned and conducted both exercises followed by a student led detailed and well facilitated AAR).\footnote{18}{S.R. Stewart, Correlates of Problem Solving and an Evaluation of Training to Increase Problem Solving Effectiveness (Ann Arbor, MI: Bell & Howell, order no. 9022825, 1988), p. 3-4 & 44.}

This course runs non-stop, creating a fluid and engaging learning environment. As mentioned earlier, the OCS cadre were always in a situation conducive to the development of personal initiative, team work and adaptability. Everyone took ownership through an active role in the course. This consisted of learning how to evaluate peers during Tactical Decision Games, briefing solutions to the class, or assuming a leadership role during one of the many Tactical Decision Games (TDGs), Kriegspiels or a Case Method.\footnote{19}{Theoretical and empirical support for this possibility comes from some domain- general decision-making research, as well as some wayfinding Research. Assessed at, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235418838_A_Recognition_Primed_Decision_RPD_Model_of_Rapid_Decision_Making} During the workshop the cadre from OCS did the following,

- Assumed the role of decision-makers in a variety of high-pressure situations;
- Made difficult decisions with incomplete and sometimes contradictory information available, and observe their peers in similar situations;

18S.R. Stewart, Correlates of Problem Solving and an Evaluation of Training to Increase Problem Solving Effectiveness (Ann Arbor, MI: Bell & Howell, order no. 9022825, 1988), p. 3-4 & 44.
19Theoretical and empirical support for this possibility comes from some domain- general decision-making research, as well as some wayfinding Research. Assessed at, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235418838_A_Recognition_Primed_Decision_RPD_Model_of_Rapid_Decision_Making
• Gained an understanding of each other’s preferred working styles and the importance of moral
courage in good leadership.

• Quickly developed a sense of trust among their team as they explore complex problems and build
dynamic, adaptive teams.

• Got exposed to a variety of tools from TDGs to wargaming, and free play force on force exercises
to use to develop adaptability and prepare students or subordinates how to succeed in a culture of
Mission Command.

• Understood how to develop Strength of Character as the premise of each and every course
through problem solving scenarios, facilitation and ownership of learning, and finally through
effective AARs.

• How to teach without PowerPoints and no lectures. Theories of learning and decision making are
only introduced if asked by the students or to support a given tool or methodology.

During the workshop we introduced and practiced After Action Reviews (AAR), a tool adapted
from the U.S. Marine Corps and Army, and a vital building block for developing adaptive leaders and
teams. The trust, respect and understanding developed within the workshop enables students to honestly,
effectively and critically evaluate themselves and their peers, critiquing the decisions not the decision-
makers. Conducting effective AARs is also a great way of promoting an adaptive culture, helping
disseminate knowledge, experience and hard-won lessons throughout the organization and encouraging
the faster and more effective decision making and action. Most learning occurs during these sessions.

The Mission Command/OBL workshop deliberately introduces mild stressors into decision-
making games, looking to raise the heart-rate of participants into the optimal zone between 115-145bpm.
This occurs from the very start (no introduction, it jumps right into a problem-solving game) as soon as
the students arrive. While initially participants might spike above those levels, it is precisely this kind of
safe, repeatable practice that will allow them to calmly and confidently confront future real-world
challenges. The workshop approach to teaching with TDGs/TDEs uses OBL Learning doctrine, proven to
embed and imprint experiences in adult learners.²⁰

OBL in Action

Important to note that OBL is in action inside formal schools as well as the operating force –
formal and informal learning environments. It proved highly successful in the formal school setting at the
United States Military Academy’s (West Point) Department of Military Instruction (DMI) as it evolved
from the Industrial-Age to Information-Age in 2008 to 2012 under the leadership of Colonel Casey
Haskins.²¹ Another course where OBL has been highly successful is at the US Army’s Reconnaissance
Course (ARC) at Fort Benning, GA.²² It was also introduced in 2009 and 2010 at the USMC
Expeditionary Warfare School (EWS), and at the USMC Infantry Officer Course (IOC) in 2010 and 2011.

²⁰ Robert C. Bjork, “How We Learn Versus How We Think We Learn: Implications for the organization of Army
Training,” Briefing, (Fort Monroe, VA: US Army Training and Doctrine Command, 14 August 2006)
²¹ The success has been studied by several US Army supported Behavioral Science Groups, as well as individuals.
The best pool of data is kept at the USMC DMI pool with one of the best papers here,
²² Major Robert C. Perry and Lieutenant Colonel (Retired) Kevin McEnery, “Army Reconnaissance Course:
Defining the Aim Point for Reconnaissance Leader Training” Armor, (Fort Benning, GA: Armor Magazine, July-
It was also introduced to the USMC The Basic School or TBS in the summer of 2012. It also worked exceptionally well for the OPFOR as the U.S. Army’s 4-10 Cavalry Squadron moved from the linear way of training and education to OBL in 2014-2016 under the leadership of Lieutenant Colonel Chad R Foster. Under the Formal School and OPFOR examples, OBL relied heavily on the instructors growing expertise and ability and much less on scripts, standard procedures, or external controls. It standardized Learning by the results or outcomes. In other words, success was judged when the student or unit demonstrated they can solve a new problem to an acceptable level using their newly developed skills and or knowledge.

OBL does not standardize learning by the process (every student will first do A, then do B, then advance to C, and finally qualify on D) or by inputs/throughputs (each student will fire three rounds, spend 2.5 hours on this topic, watch these slides, do three iterations of this drill, or we got 1000 Marines through the training, etc.). It recognizes that many skills and situations have more than one acceptable way of solving the problem and does not mandate one solution. Nor does it specify one way to teach a particular skill or to learn it (see figure 3). As is currently believed, processed oriented task training, regardless of the task, is not fundamental to learning. Critical thinking and problem solving is the first thing that young or new people should be immersed in, growing in complexity as they move along their career continuum.

Figure 3: The Fundamental is Critical Thinking before Task Training

OBL explicitly focuses at every step on developing such “intangible” traits as critical thinking, judgment, problem solving, initiative and accountability—in both the instructors and the students.

Though there are similarities, Outcomes-Based Learning are not just new words for old concepts. Outcomes are not merely terminal learning objectives. Measures of Effectiveness (MoEs) are not merely task standards. Many senior leaders, upon hearing of OBL, claim they’ve always done it. This is a common misperception. The vast majority have not.

Finally, OBL requires no more resources than the standard USMC Training and Readiness or the T&R training model. While it will require a new method for allotting resources, since inputs (number of

---

23In this course, called “Make Good Instructors Great”, ran at Camp Barrett (Quantico, VA) in July 2012, two weeks of OBL and Case Method approach by Dr. Bruce I Gudmundsson was taught to cadre of the 24th Marine Regiment (USMCR) and members of the TBS cadre led by John DeForest, Academics Director The Basic School.
rounds, hours, miles, etc…) no longer drive the development, a standard package of resources will still suffice, so long as the instructors have been developed so they understand how to use them employing an array of various learning tools.27

Developing the Outcomes

The first, and arguably the most important, step at every level from the Marine Corps HQ down to the lowest level of command, directorate or section in a course, is developing an outcome. Outcomes, like Commander’s intents, should flow from top to bottom with some overlap, but not much. An outcome clearly defines what success is desired at the end of the development event, being a class, phase in a course, or the course itself, flowing down from a given command and higher (See Figure 4).28

27 USMC Infantry T&R Standards, assessed at, https://www.marines.mil/Portals/59/Publications/NAVMC%203500.44C%20Infantry%20T-R%20Manual%20(secure).pdf?ver=2017-03-09-080222-740. Also see, “How to Plan Training, assessed at, http://www.2ndbn5thmar.com/TrainM/howtoplantraining.pdf. The T&R manuals are inherently flawed and will make OBL that much harder to realize by a larger cast of characters. Furthermore, Standards Division will need to pay attention to more important things—like the quality of the learning and the impact in the fleet!

28 In 2009, DMI started to incorporate the OBT&E training approach within their classrooms and all the training events. As mentioned above, OBT&E does not focus only on tasks, conditions and standards; it must also include the attributes that are required in individuals, teams, and organizations to carry out any task. During spring 2010, a survey has given to a handful of students in each class. The purpose of this survey was to see if this new training approach has affecting the intangibles of a cadet that leaders were looking for in becoming a successful Army officer. The results stated that the attributes of the students, who were exposed more to the OBT&E training methodology, were greatly influenced in a positive way.
The outcomes should be simply stated in clear language. Ideally, they are broad, rather than detailed, and holistic. In other words, they are not meant to stand alone, but together. That is important because it prevents a leader from conducting training that might further one outcome while hindering or even going backward in others. In the case of a unit, the outcomes are a statement of what the unit should be able to do, and they should describe its values and behavior. In the case of a school, they specify what each graduate should be and able to do, upon completion of a given phase, course or the entire school.

Each outcome is then expanded one level into “measures of effectiveness” (MoE). These MoEs answer the question, “what does success in this outcome look like?” Taken together, the MoEs define success. Furthermore, each MoE should be measurable or at least observable, so that they form not just the basis for the training program, but also the basis for the assessment.  

Developing the Learning Plan

OBL is most like standard training in this step. However, there are two main differences. As with the current way the training plan is developed, the OBL Development plan is not the point around which everything hinges; the outcomes are. So, if something isn’t working, the plan changes (without going through massive layers of approval to change it). Traditionally, units have tended to do this well, but schools/courses are much more rigid (as we discovered in the Mission Command/OBL workshop with USMC OCS). Using OBL, the Program of Instruction (PoI) in a school will change from one cycle to the next as leaders/instructors/cadre assess successes or failure at achieving outcomes.

The other and more significant way in which OBL differs from standard USMC training plans is that instructors receive more latitude. Less is directed by higher headquarters, but the plan correspondingly builds in accountability. For instance, if land navigation is part of a school, the plan might build in several days with little direction, available to junior leaders, and resourced with training areas and transportation. There would be no expectation that each leader would use the time the same way. A description of the types of navigation problems each student would be expected to solve on the final day should provide sufficient guidance for developed leaders to teach their Marines; those Marines performance will then show clearly how well each leader did and allow the change of command to hold leaders accountable.

What is Gained?

The endstate that the Marines are seeking is the conduct of OBL is adaptable Marines that can operate more effectively under a doctrine of Maneuver Warfare. OBL aligns well with the principles of Maneuver Warfare, particularly Mission Command or Mission Orders. What does it provide if executed as per the proposed Learning Philosophy? This is a significant area where it will differ from today’s Marine Corps training. The differences stem mostly from an attempt to make training better fit human nature, rather than working against it as Marine Corps learning often has today. OBL is also geared to fit better with the ambiguity and complexity of today’s and future warfare. According to Dr. Alana Niscastro, educator at USMC Marine Corps Training and Operations Group,

---

29 Loreto V. Borce Jr., “Outcomes Based Training and Education: in the Department of Military Instruction, United States Military Academy,” This paper was completed and submitted in partial fulfillment of the Master Teacher Program, a two-year faculty professional development program conducted by the Center for Teaching Excellence, United States Military Academy, West Point, NY, 2012.

30 See the work of Dr. Robert Bjork, Dean of the College of Psychology, UCLA, and considered by many, the leading learner in the world.
And is aligned with our motto – improvise, adapt and overcome. It also helps establish a culture of learning and this “intellectual edge” yearning. Ha! Talk about institutional message alignment! Our current rigid practices take us farther away from realizing our brilliancy. Learning is a platform for experimentation.  

The cadre from USMC OCS found out there is far more flexibility granted to both teachers and Marines, with far fewer external controls. This requires an investment in developing leaders (both on the skills and on how to teach). An overwhelming majority of both leaders and Marines respond and perform at a much higher level. The OCS cadre on Day 5, the final day said they wanted more to become proficient!  

OBL emphasizes principles rather than checklists, procedures, or standards. While there are certainly minimum standards outlined in T & R manuals for what an acceptable performance is, they are rarely discussed with the Marines. The Marines then strive to do their best.  

OBL emphasizes the “Why”. Traditional Marine Corps training emphasizes the “what” and “how” but too often neglects the “why”. For instance, every Marine knows how to low crawl, but surprisingly few can explain when it might make sense to do so. They therefore avoid doing it at all or they tend to do it inappropriate circumstances. Learning philosophy builds in the “why” from the beginning and reinforces it at every step requiring the student to solve problems and newly acquired knowledge and skills.  

As Marines solve problems, and learn by doing, they are required to figure as much of it out for themselves as they are capable of. This “guided-self-discovery”, in which the leader or teacher guides or facilitates the Marine only through the bits of a problem that they can’t figure out for themselves, helps the Marine move thoroughly understand the concepts and to connect them to their context. While it may take a bit longer to learn, the learning is deeper and retained longer. Marines in the new Learning philosophy are conditioned from the beginning to think to solve problems.  

In much of traditional Marine training, by contrast, Marines are told what to do, whether or not they understand why. They are therefore being conditioned not to think and not to solve problems, but rather to follow sequences and procedures. This conditioning causes them difficulty when they are forced to adapt to new and unexpected circumstances. Not only are they less experienced at solving problems, but they are conditioned not to try (See Figure 6 below).

---

31 Based on conversations with Dr. Alana Niscastro, Educator and Ethnographer, Marine Corps Training and Operations Center, 29 Palms, CA, 14 NOV 2018, in email from Dr. Niscastro to author.  
33 Based on hundreds of conversations with Marines from Cpl to COL, from 2005 to NOV 18.  
Problems expressed through scenarios employing an array of various delivery tools under the OBL are realistic and don’t divorce the skill from its context. To take an example, treating a casualty in combat is different than treating one in a classroom or on a range. This situation changes the medical response. For instance, the need to move the casualty to a less vulnerable location for further treatment not only changes the sequence of treatment steps in controlling the bleeding (a tourniquet is immediate rather than after trying direct pressure and elevation) but also requires the Marine to balance medical treatment with security, control of the unit, and accounting for personnel. Together, this results in a fundamentally different learning experience from traditional training that isolates each task and trains them one at a time.37

Stress is reversed. Normally in a Marine Corps school or course, the Marine will experience a high level of stress at the beginning. Whether induced intentionally or inadvertently through the unfamiliarity of the situation, that stress usually interferes in mastering the fundamentals. The Marine is more focused on avoiding trouble than in mastering the skills. OBL, in contrast, begins all learning with little or no stress. Treating the Marines as adults, teachers explain skills thoroughly, breaking them down into their fundamentals, making sure Marines understand principles and the “why” behind each skill, but without talking down to them.38

On the other hand, as the student begins to master the basics, the learning is presented to him in increasingly difficult problems to solve with their new skills, even while they struggle to master them. This results in increasing stress as the learning progresses, which helps the Marine to cement their skills and understanding, helping them to gain confidence as they succeed at handling more challenging problems.

---

36 Thanks LTC Chad Foster for this chart, employed at USMA DMI to explain traditional task conditions and standards vs outcomes.
problems. This in turn helps them to learn to manage higher levels of stress as they perform—all with little or no yelling or other artificial stressors.39

Marines in traditional Marine schools, by contrast, tend to experience decreased stress as they adjust to the environment and get more comfortable. For example, in the US Army Ranger School students later in the course require more yelling and bigger threats to induce a similar response to early days. This reduced stress results in incomplete learning, as the student often fails to “lock in” the skills in a realistic combat context.40

OBL aims for a much higher level of mastery of individual and team skills. The tyranny of throughput and external control means that traditional Marine Corps training (“Skills and Tasks”) results in everyone meeting minimum standards, but often prevents Marines from achieving as much as they are capable of, and often penalizes initiative and new approaches (innovation). This is certainly true in schools, but also often true in MAGTFs. The results are unfortunate but predictable. The level of individual expertise in many units is too low to enable a unit to excel in combat situations. Worse, the traditional approach can foster a climate where Marines and even Marine leaders tend to wait to be told what to do next, rather than exercising judgement and initiative.41

Mistakes by students or units under the OBL are treated as opportunities for learning to occur. Marines are encouraged to try things for themselves and to learn from their mistakes. The leader’s role is to make sure that the Marines analyze why something went wrong and to draw reasonable lesson from the experience (of course the teacher or leader is expected to exercise judgement and while avoiding catastrophic mistakes). Too often, Marine Corps training treats mistakes as things to be avoided or nipped in the bud. Leaders and teachers are rewarded for avoiding mistakes or correcting them immediately and are rarely encouraged to allow mistakes to unfold so that their Marines can learn from them.42

Accountability is built into OBL. Marines are given both the responsibility and the authority they need to conduct the learning their own way. They can be held accountable to the results they teach too, while they are focus on clear Outcomes and guided by Measures of Effectiveness (MoE). But if leaders or teachers are required a task in a certain way, as is often the case in Marine Corps training, it is difficult to blame them if their Marines don’t learn. In OBL, Marines learn accountability. Required to solve problems, and given the authority to try different solutions, Marines learn to accept responsibility for their actions and decisions. Results matter. In almost every case, Marines will come to see accountability as an enabler, allowing them to solve problems their own way.43

Under the OBL, Marines will be given problems to solve and then watch as they solve them. Those problems should be familiar to them, but which they could be reasonably expected to solve given their level of skills and experience. If the problems are properly designed, the teachers or leaders who are

40 Peter vanGel and Michael Filansowski, “The Evolution of Ranger School: Supporting the Squad as the Foundation of the Decisive Force,” (Fort Benning GA: US Infantry Magazine, January-April 2013), p. 4-8. US Army Ranger School attempted to implement OBL in the summer of 2012. The Ranger Instructors pushed for this as a bottom up change, not a top down demand. While the RIs saw advantages to the OBL approach, the Commander of Ranger Training Brigade did not and wanted to keep the course as it was taught with the Industrial-age training process.
observing them will not only see clearly whether the Marines have mastered the skills but will see whether they truly understand why things are done, and will gain insight into such intangibles as initiative, judgement and accountability. An added benefit is that the assessment is good learning for the student being assessed.\footnote{K.E. Weick, Sensemaking in Organizations, (London: Sage, 1995).}

**Where it all Goes?**

In a Marine Corps of motivated volunteers, expected to succeed in difficult and rapidly evolving battlefields, the new Learning Philosophy is a better way to prepare. It aligns more closely with the way people learn. While results are preliminary, the evidence is clear that it results in superior mastery of skills, better retention, higher levels of confidence, and improved judgment, initiative and accountability.\footnote{Presented in the work of the Asymetric Warfare Group from June 2007 to June 2009 in analyzing Initial Entry Training (IET) at Fort Jackson, SC, and the Department of Military Science at the United States Military Academy from August 2008 to August 2009. The results were discussed at the OBTE conference held in October 2009, at Fort Sill, OK.}

On the other hand, implementing OBL poses challenges. It relies much more on Marine leader’s abilities, and so requires investment in better preparing leaders. They need to have the skills, they need to be able to explain why things are done the way they are, and they need to be able to teach. It requires the right command climate. Strict insistence on uniformity and standardization will stop it dead, since the OBL requires both leaders and Marines to experiment with different solutions.

It requires commanders and teachers to create conditions that allow it, including neutralizing external agency vetoes (i.e., range control), and removing rules and processes that prevent initiative. It will require a different method of allocating resources to learning, and more flexibility in using them, since resources are currently matched to tasks being trained rather than skills attained. Nevertheless, it can be done, and then it works very well. Finally, it will require a change in Manpower’s incentives; as they all work against making the best instructors. We cannot have the passed over teaching the rapidly promoted. It makes no sense, killing the seed corn at the altar of career advancement.\footnote{Based on the author’s personnel observations overseeing or part of implementation, first at Georgetown Army ROTC from 2001 to 2005, in which time, the program moved to 241\textsuperscript{st} (out of 271) to 1 number in the nation in 2003 and 2004 (based on cadet junior performance at the Cadet Command summer training, and results of attendance and graduation rates from Army schools offered to cadets). Author also worked with and assisted implemented OBT&E (OBL) at the USMA DMI, US Army Army Reconnaissance Course (Fort Benning, GA), and the US Army Cadet Command from 2010-2012 with Major General Jeffory Smith, Commanding General US Army Cadet Command.}

Finally, decision makers who adapt OBL must plan to develop cadre and leaders first, then implement in small steps. Remember, this approach cannot be done in revolutionary terms, but in evolutionary steps as leaders at all levels are developed into how to implement, nurture and teach it.